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Scope  

The FASEA Code of Ethics (the Code) applies to all financial advisers, existing and new entrants to the industry.  

The Code imposes ethical duties that go above the requirements of the law and it is a set of principles and core 

values. 5 values are a paramount and 12 Standards provide the framework to promote/demonstrate those 

values.  
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Purpose 

The FASEA Code of Ethics (the Code) commences from 1/1/2020 and we have had a number of calls from 

advisers who are concerned about the continuation of their business models under the new Code. 

Unfortunately, there has been wide spread misreporting and misinterpretation of the Code which has come 

under fire during the consultation phase and whilst there will be further guidance to be issued following the 

consultation we need to prepare for its impact. 

Based on the requests and discussions with our advisers I will commence with some FAQ’s and will have these 

and as we get the final guidance add to them. 

Frequently asked questions 

Q.  The FASEA Code of Ethics puts different requirements on advisers than Corporations Law, if it is 

permissible under Corporations Law (Corps Law) can I ignore the requirements of the Code? 

A. Both Corps Law and the Code are both laws. The Code is providing an ethical overlay to Corps Law and both 

must be adhered to after 1/1/2020. The ethical overlay can be considered as, prioritising the clients’ interests 

over the adviser or other party, the advice and the fee charged represents fair value and that the client entered 

into the arrangement with informed consent.  

Q. A lot is being said about the Code requiring advisers to avoid conflicts of interest when Corps Law 

requires advisers to identify and manage Conflicts of Interest. 

A. This is probably the biggest change, under the Code you are required on an ethical basis to avoid Conflicts 

of Interest. This will place more importance on identifying actual and perceived conflicts of interest. Under 

Corps Law we were able to spend less time in identifying whether a Conflict of Interest (actual or perceived) 

existed because it could be managed by disclosure. This is not the case under the Code as they must be avoided 

not managed once identified.  

Q. The Code Standard 3 is looking to ban referrals. I operate both an Accounting and Financial Planning 

business. Does this mean I can no longer undertake both advising and providing accounting services to 

my clients? 

A. No. The Code does not intend to restrict the provision of multiple services to a client from a related entity. 

The Code requires that the process of having the client receive and pay for different services by different 

entities is done in an ethical manner. It is permissible to have a related entity provide the accounting services 

even where you may receive a share of profits from that entity provided the requirements for the advice that 

has led to the referral, prioritises the clients’ interests before the advisers, represents fair value and was 

entered into in an informed consent manner. 

Q. What referrals are prohibited? 

A. It is not the referral that is prohibited but the receipt of a payment which is made for the referral rather than 

for advice or service provided. A mere referral to a mortgage broker, property developer that results in a 

referral fee being paid is against the Code whereas a referral to another professional such as an Estate Planning 

specialist that you work with to put in place the advice and are remunerated for that work is not, provided it 

meets the ethical tests of prioritising the clients interest, representing fair value and undertaken with informed 

consent.    
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Q. People are saying that the Code is banning Commissions, FUM based fees and Brokerage. How can I 

get paid? 

A. The Code does not ban or approve particular forms of remuneration, it simply requires them to be ethical. 

If applying a FUM based fee meets the ethical tests then it is permitted. The same with Life Insurance 

commissions and Brokerage for our equity’s traders. The major change is the Grandfathered Commissions 

which under the changes to the Corps Act are to finish on 1/1/2021. Under the Code Grandfathered 

Commission payments will be unlikely to meet the ethical test and are required to be avoided from 1/1/2020. 

Advisers will have a reasonable time to review whether they can change the arrangements to provide service 

for the fee paid and the definition of a reasonable time will depend on the number of clients to be considered.  

Q. How do I demonstrate that I am acting in accordance with the Code and who will monitor this now 

that the Code Monitoring Bodies legislation has been scrapped? 

A. In the same manner that Safe Harbor provides for actually demonstrating that the requirements of Best 

Interest have been met. The requirement for meeting the Code is that the file must demonstrate that you have 

considered and avoided conflicts of interest and that in providing advice you have considered the ethical 

overlay.  

It would not be considered to have met the ethical overlay if in replacing a product you provided the reason 

that the new product was cheaper. Therefore, prioritising the client’s best interest is important, if the saving to 

the client is $100 p.a. and you are charging them a $1,500 fee for the advice, as it would take them 15 years to 

break even. 

The Code applies to advisers not the AFSL and as such the licensee is being required to monitor the adherence 

to the Code for the next 3 years.     

Consequences 
The Code is to be monitored and enforced, by one or more monitoring bodies, under a compliance scheme 

approved and supervised by ASIC. It is a personal responsibility of each adviser and not InterPrac’s to comply 

with the Code. InterPrac can only monitor advisers, but not be responsible for the breaches. Failure to comply 

with the code will result in exclusion from coverage of the monitoring body’s compliance scheme and as each 

relevant provider must be covered by an approved compliance scheme we may suspend or terminate you as 

an authorised representative.  

Support 
If in doubt, contact a member of the Compliance team to assist you. 

Michael Butler michael.butler@interprac.com.au 0431 774 688 

Shane Miller shane.miller@interprac.com.au 03 9209 9783 

Tadeya Pacnik tadeya.pacnik@interprac.com.au 03 9209 9743 

Guidance and Associated Documentation 

Further guidance in support of Code of Ethics and related obligations can be seen in additional business rules 

including: 

▪ Code of Ethics: Legislative Instrument & Explanatory Statement 

▪ FG002 Code of Ethics Guidance 

▪ FASEA FAQ 

▪ Corporations Act 2001 
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https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2019L00117
https://www.fasea.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/FASEA-Financial-Planners-and-Advisers-Code-of-Ethics-2019-Guidance-1.pdf
https://www.fasea.gov.au/faqs/#CodeofEthics

